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About Tabula: Tabula TV began broadcasting in January 2013 after it purchased television frequency in 

2012 and obtained a private broadcasting license. The TV channel was founded in 2010 by Civil 

Development Fund, as noted on the organization‟s website, with financial support of rightist businessmen 

with libertarian visions. The TV channel was created on the basis of Tabula magazine, which has not been 

issued since 2014. According to TVMR Georgia, an annual average rating (AMR) of Tabula TV was 

0,20%, while the share (SHR) amounted 1,08%.  

 

Quantitative  Data 

 

Total coverage: The four-month monitoring (April 1 – July 31) of Tabula TV (774 stories) has revealed that the TV 

channel dedicated almost equal part of its primetime news programs to the Government (27.7%) and Georgian 

Dream (27.4%) totaling 55.1%. Georgian Dream is followed by qualified political subjects: National Movement – 

18.4%; Free Democrats – 5.8%; Republican Party – 5.4% and National Forum – 1.3%.  

 

New party State for People and non-parliamentary opposition have a share of 1.1% each. A total share of subjects, 

whose coverage is below 1%, amounts to 3.5% and looks as follows: Industry will Save Georgia – 0.6%; 

Democratic Movement – United Georgia – 0.5%; Conservatives – 0.4%; Tamaz Mechiauri – United Georgia – 

0.4%; New Georgia – 0.3%; Labor Party – 0.3%; Alliance of Patriots – 0.2%; independent lawmakers – 0.6%.  

 

Among institutions, a share of the President in total coverage is 6.8%, CEC  - 0.2%.  

 
Chart 3.6.1 Total Coverage of Political Subjects, Tabula  

 
 

Direct/Indirect Coverage. According to the results of four months, indirect coverage prevails over direct coverage in 

case of the following subjects: Government (indirect 36.1%, direct 22.3%); Georgian Dream (indirect 29.6%, direct 

25.7%) and President (indirect 8.3%, direct 5.9%).  

 

In case of other subjects, direct coverage prevails over indirect coverage and the difference is significant in case of 

National Movement (direct 20.4%, indirect 14.6%) and Free Democrats (direct 7.5%, indirect 2.8%).  The same 

picture has been revealed in respect of the Republican Party, where direct coverage (6.3%) prevails over indirect 

coverage (4.1%).   
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Chart 3.6.2 Direct/Indirect Coverage of Political Parties, Tabula  

 
 

Tone of content in covering political subjects. Coverage of Georgian Dream (negative 21%, positive 5%) and 

Government (negative 20%, positive 6%) was most negative in tone, followed by National Movement (negative 

13%, positive 5%).   

 

In terms of total coverage, newly established State for People party was covered most positively in tone (positive 

19%, negative 3%), followed by Free Democrats (positive 10%, neutral - 90%). Coverage of National Forum 

(100%) and non-parliamentary opposition (95%; negative 5%) was highly neutral in tone. The tone of coverage of 

Republican Party is also highly neutral (94%); its negative coverage is 4% and positive – 2%. Girchi was mainly 

covered neutrally (93%), its positive coverage amounts 4% and negative coverage - 3%.    

 

Negative tone (8%) of the President‟s coverage prevails over positive tone (2%). In case of CEC, it was covered in 

positive tone - 18% and in neutral - 82%. Negative coverage of CEC was not observed. 

 
Chart 3.6.3. Coverage of Political Subjects – Tone of Content, Tabula 

 

 
 

A share of subjects in positive and negative content. The Government (30.6%) and Georgian Dream (25.2%) 

received the highest share in Tabula‟s positive content. Simultaneously, a share of these subjects in negative content 

is also highest (Georgian Dream 39%, Government 38.1%). A share of National Movement in negative content 

(15.9%) is slightly less than in a  positive content (18.9%). A share of Free Democrats in positive content was 12%, 

while the negative coverage was not observed at all. In terms of positive coverage Free Democrats are followed by 

State for People - 4,2 %, whose coverage in negative tone amounted 0,2%.  

 

A share of Republican Party in positive content (2.3%) prevails over negative (1.6%). A share of  Girchi in positive 

content amounted 1.2%, in negative – 0.3%. A share of other parties, whose coverage is below 1%, amounts to 3% 

in positive content and 1.6% - in negative content.  
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A share of the President‟s coverage in negative content (3.8%) exceeds a share in positive content (2.6%); CEC‟s 

share in positive coverage is 0.9%.  

 
 Chart 3.6.4 A Share of Covering Political Subjects in Positive and Negative Content – Tabula 

 

 
Qualitative  Data 

 

Tabula TV mainly covers developments through observance of ethical standards and political pluralism. However, 

there are some cases when the balance of coverage of political subjects has been violated.  

 

Balance/Bias. On April 29 (at 7:03pm) Focus news program aired a story “A part of Botanical Garden owned by 

Ivanishvili.” Some representatives of civil society organizations (Sulkhan Saladze, GYLA coordinator; Nata 

Peradze, founder of Guerrilla Gardening) speak about a non-transparent auction, which was announced by the 

Tbilisi City Hall on privatization of a plot belonging to the Botanical Garden; they also accuse former Prime 

Minister Bidzina Ivanishvili of some activities planned in the Botanical Garden as well as implementation of the 

Panorama Tbilisi project.     

 

The story also involves comments by two members of the opposition United National Movement, Irakli Abesadze 

and Nika Melia, who say that the Tbilisi City Hall issued an illegal permit on building a hotel in the Botanical 

Garden. The opposition members threaten with holding protest rallies and unleash accusations against Bidzina 

Ivanishvili.  

 

The story does not provide any comments by Bidzina Ivanishvili or any representative of the Tbilisi City Hall, other 

opposition parties, or the company owning the land. So, the story does not provide the attitude of the other party and 

therefore it is biased.  

 

Factual accuracy/incomplete information. The May 11 story (at 7:11pm) “Amendments to Electoral System” is 

dedicated to the draft law on making amendments to the election code, which was submitted to the Parliament by 

GD lawmaker Giga Bukia from Conservative Party.   

 

A journalist says that “the opposition slammed the draft law initiated by the ruling majority as obscure.” The same 

journalist claims that “the opposition has also submitted its own bill on amendments to the election code, which 

envisages replacing majoritarian component of the electoral system with regional-proportional system already in 

2016.”   

 

The story provides only the position of National Movement (four respondents from this opposition party), while the 

position of other opposition parties (parliamentary or non-parliamentary), including an inter-faction group, which 

works on the election code, has not been provided.  It is not specified, which particular opposition party is referred 

to above. It should be noted that besides National Movement, other opposition parties also have their own initiatives 
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on electoral amendments (for example, Girchi, which held a presentation on April 1, 2016). So, the issue has been 

discussed only from the perspective of one opposition party.  

 

Balance. On May 20, (19:12) Tabula dedicated a story to a topic “Paralympians Challenge the Results of Elections.” 

According to the story, Paralympians do not agree with the results of elections held at the Paralympic Committee on 

May 19. A journalist claims that the election “was held under pressure from the ruling party and therefore it is not 

legitimate.”  

 

The story provides comments by Giorgi Tsasidze (former head of the Paralympic Committee), who directly accuses 

Minister of Sport and Youth Affairs, Tariel Khechikashvili of “personal involvement in unrests.” The story also 

involves comments by Temur Arabidze (Paralympian), who makes similar remarks and speaks of government‟s 

pressure.  

The journalist provides the comments of the above mentioned persons as the position of the Paralympic Committee, 

whereas the position of those persons, who backed dismissal of Giorgi Tsasidze is not provided in the story. Neither 

did the journalist seek the comments from the Minister of Sport and Youth Affairs and Georgian Dream. So, the 

story is not balanced.  

 

Coverage of public opinion poll/factual accuracy. On June 28 (at 19:01pm) Tabula TV covered a public opinion 

poll, which was commissioned by Rustavi 2 TV and fielded by German-American company GFK. Two stories were 

dedicated to the issue. The first story is about the results of public opinion poll, involving information about some 

questions of the survey. The story provides no information about how many respondents refused to answer, as well 

as about percentage of undecided respondents; information about the methodology is provided only partially. 

Mandatory requirements for covering public opinion poll are provided incomprehensibly that represents violation of 

regulation.  

 

The second story “Assessments about the Poll” provides assessments made by a wide spectrum of political subjects 

from both the ruling party and parliamentary and non-parliamentary opposition. Although the remarks about 

reliability of the company GFK were made that day (in connection with phone interviews conducted in Ukraine, 

particularly in Crimea), the story did not cover either this information, or the background information about the 

company.  

 

About Kavkasia. Kavkasia TV was established in 1994. Initially, the channel covered only Tbilisi and 

nearby areas, but after the switchover to digital broadcasting, the TV channel, starting from 1 February 

2016, expanded its broadcast range to include Batumi, Zugdidi, Telavi, Kutaisi and Poti too. Initial co-

founders of the channel were: Davit Akubardia (90%), Geno Khrikadze (7%) and Davit Gergedava (3%). 

At present, the 100% of the channel is owned by its director and journalist Nino Jangirashvili. According to 

TVMR Georgia, an annual average rating (AMR) of Kavkasia TV for the year of 2015 was 0,20%, while 

the share (SHR) amounted 1, 04%.   

  

Quantitative Data 

 

Total coverage. The four-month monitoring of Kavkasia  TV (April 1 – July 31) has revealed that the TV channel 

dedicated the greatest part of its primetime news programs (total number of covered stories 1334)  to the 

Government (35%) and Georgian Dream (21%). A total share of their coverage is 56%.  

As for other qualified subjects, United National Movement has the largest share – 15.1%, followed by Republicans 

(4%) and Free Democrats (3.4%). The share of Democratic Movement – United Georgia (1.6%) and National Forum 

(1.2%) is relatively low; coverage of other qualified subjects is less than 1%: Labor Party - 0.7%; Industry will Save 

Georgia – 0.6%; Alliance of Patriots of Georgia – 0.5%; Conservatives – 0.5%; Christian-Conservative Party – 

0.02%.  

 


